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THE MAJOR ELEMENTS

1. Profiling that works
Powerful insight and lasting value from individual
and team profiles. We use the Belbin Model, so
not only does it actually work, but people can easily
use the model and its language back at work.

2. Meaningful team activities
Unique, fun, engaging and tailored team
challenges and / or business games to suit your
team, venue and objectives. We have a great
range for indoors and outdoors.

3. Genuine transfer
The power of the profiles and activities that we use
offer tremendous learning and transfer
opportunities. We design debrief and review
content and complexity to suit your needs.

THE PROFILES

We have used the Belbin Model and its profiles and reports successfully
since 1989 for team and leadership development.
Participants complete a self perception questionnaire, and then invite
multiple observers for comprehensive and insightful 360 degree input.
This can all be done very easily online.
This generates a wealth of easy to use reports that helps to tailor the
content and also enables meaningful post event follow through steps.
Our Belbin website features sample reports and a wealth of information on
the model and its potential uses..

To see more on the Model visit our Belbin Australia Rep
Website at www.TeamRolesAustralia.com.au

MANY ACTIVITY THEME OPTIONS

SAMPLE FORMAT
1. Pre Event
Participants complete their profiles online, we then compile all reports
and profiles to bring for the session. This is a simple online process.

2. On The Day
A/ Tailored presentation, interactive workshop and explanation of
profiles and reports.
B/ Personal and team audit sessions to transfer insights to real world
context.
C/ Team challenge activity / project to bring insights to life in an
engaging and memorable way. Tailored to suit your aims and the venue.

3. Post Event Follow Through
Post event review sessions, milestones and actions are tailored to suit
your aims and objectives.

Half , Full and Multi-Day options available

SAMPLE CLIENTS INCLUDE
Aptar

Holcim

Avant

Jetstar

BOC / Linde

Leighton Contractors

Boeing

Leo Pharma

BussQ Super

Marriott Hotels

Caltex

Microsoft

Canon

Melbourne IT

Coca Cola

SAP

Coles

Shell

Dept. Defence

Suncorp

GlaxoSmithKline

Thiess

Gold Coast City Council

United Nations

Griffith University

Vita Group

Hockey QLD

Zurich

TEAMS, LEADERS, SOLUTIONS
Team DNA® represents Sabre’s
ability to blend cutting edge
profiling, experiential learning and
workshops into a conference
environment. Half, full and multiday options are avaialble.

Leadership DNA ® applies our
expertise in individual profiling,
leadership development and
coaching to develop leaders,
leadership teams and those with
leadership potential.

Sustainable Teaming® Takes you
beyond simply “one-off” events.
These are highly tailored 3, 6 and
12 month programmes designed
to deliver genuine long-term team
development outcomes.

Team DNA, Leadership DNA and Sustainable Teaming are all Registered Trademarks of Sabre Corporate Development.

Contact Sabre:
(T) 1300 731 381 (Australia Wide)
(E) Admin@SabreHQ.com
PO Box 72 Mudgeeraba, QLD, 4213
Head Office: 3 Mckavanagh Place, Worongary
QLD, 4213

www.TeamBuildingSabre.com.au
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